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Dong Qing covered her swollen left cheek with her hands. She was so angry that her eyes were burning. 

She did not know why the situation had suddenly become like this. Why had the country bumpkin, who 

had been submissive all along, suddenly changed his attitude? 

 

 

The worst thing was that manager Xia had actually spoken up for her. He had actually asked her to 

apologize to the country bumpkin? 

 

 

Manager Xia saw that there were more and more people around and said unhappily, “Dong Qing, what 

are you waiting for? Hurry up and apologize to miss!” 

 

 

Dong Qing had no choice but to swallow her anger and say, “Miss, this servant misspoke for a moment. 

Please forgive me.” 

 

 

“HMPH, I will be the Mo family’s miss from now on. Even if Fang Hua sees me, she will still have to 

respectfully call me big sister. So You, as well as all of you, have to be more respectful in the future. 

Otherwise, I will find father to complain and kill all of you!”Yun Chujiu said arrogantly. 

 

 

Manager Xia immediately “Understood”Yun Chujiu’s intention. was this country bumpkin trying to 

establish his authority? He was really naive! I will first trick you into entering the Mo residence. At that 

time, you will know what kind of status you have as the eldest miss! 

 

 



Just as manager Xia was thinking about it, she heard yun chujiu loudly shout, “Everyone, you may not 

know me. I am the eldest miss of the Mo residence! Speaking of which, my background is really a 

heartache that makes people cry! 

 

 

I don’t know what kind of shameless person set me up since I was young, but I was reduced to a low-

class continent when I was just born. Needless to say, I’ve suffered a lot! 

 

 

Fortunately, the bitterness finally came to an end. My father sent someone to bring me back. I heard 

that the Mo residence is one of the top families in Jinchuan city. Needless to say, my father is a vicious 

tiger that doesn’t eat its own son. He probably treats me well. 

 

 

As for my father’s step-in-law, he was probably very reasonable. He probably wouldn’t poison me, 

disfigure me, or punish me by kneeling. 

 

 

However, this person’s heart is filled with ulterior motives. If I don’t come out in a few days, I’ll be killed 

by someone. I don’t expect you to avenge me. It’s just that when the time comes, you’ll see how Pitiful I 

am and burn two pieces of paper money for me, “I’ll be satisfied!” 

 

 

Yun Chujiu’s voice was quite loud at the beginning. Later on, as she spoke, she wiped her tears away. 

Her voice became choked with sobs, and some of the softhearted people couldn’t help but sigh. 

 

boxn ov el. c o m 

 



“TSK TSK, I’ve long heard that the eldest daughter of the Mo family has gone missing. I didn’t expect that 

she would really be found. Could I have mistaken her for someone else?” 

 

 

“I’ve seen the original Mrs. Ye once. This eldest daughter looks exactly like her mother. There’s definitely 

no mistaking her! Besides, can the Mo residence randomly identify people?” 

 

 

“This young miss looks like she doesn’t have much of a heart. I reckon that she won’t have an easy life in 

the Mo residence!” 

 

 

“It can’t be? I heard that Mrs. Luo is virtuous and virtuous, she shouldn’t be too harsh on this young 

miss.” 

 

 

“TSK Tsk, who knows! However, this young miss’s spiritual power is also quite low. I reckon that her 

aptitude must be very poor. It’s impossible for the Mo family head to dote on her too much.” 

 

 

.. 

 

 

“Young miss, it’s getting late. Master and Madam are still waiting for you. Let’s go quickly!”Manager Xia 

did not expect the situation to go out of control in an instant. Yun chujiu spoke extremely fast and she 

did not have the time to interrupt, she was so angry that her head buzzed. She would definitely be 

scolded by madam when she went back. 

 

 



Yun Chujiu felt that the public opinion was more or less spread, after a few more whimpers, she said, 

“Manager Xia, I was really in a hurry when I came. I didn’t bring any gifts for father, second aunt, 

younger brother and sister. This is really too impolite! “Let’s go and pick some gifts before returning to 

the Manor!” 


